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In this biography, David Edmunds examines the life of legendary Shawnee leader Tecumesh and

his pivotal role in defending the Native American way of life.  Â  Since his death as an avowed

warrior at the Battle of the Thames in 1813, the details of Tecumsehâ€™s life have passed into the

realm of legend, myth and drama.Â  In this new edition, David Edmunds considers the man who

acted as a diplomat â€“ a charismatic strategist who attempted to smooth cultural divisions between

tribes and collectively oppose the seizure of their land.  Â  The titles in the Library of American

Biography Series make ideal supplements for American History Survey courses or other courses in

American history where figures in history are explored.Â  Paperback, brief, and inexpensive, each

interpretive biography in this series focuses on a figure whose actions and ideas significantly

influenced the course of American history and national life. In addition, each biography relates the

life of its subject to the broader themes and developments of the times.     --This text refers to an out

of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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In this biography, David Edmunds examines the life of legendary Shawnee leader Tecumesh and

his pivotal role in defending the Native American way of life. Since his death as an avowed warrior

at the Battle of the Thames in 1813, the details of Tecumseh's life have passed into the realm of

legend, myth and drama. In this new edition, David Edmunds considers the man who acted as a

diplomat - a charismatic strategist who attempted to smooth cultural divisions between tribes and

collectively oppose the seizure of their land. The titles in the "Library of American Biography Series"



make ideal supplements for American History Survey courses or other courses in American history

where figures in history are explored. Paperback, brief, and inexpensive, each interpretive

biography in this series focuses on a figure whose actions and ideas significantly influenced the

course of American history and national life. In addition, each biography relates the life of its subject

to the broader themes and developments of the times. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

True to fact history book. Amazing history detailed in this book.

Came as description in a timely manner.

Just what I needed for school and it arrived just in time!

The book was brand new and I would repurchase this book again.

Very informative and interesting read, giving insight on Tecumseh and his Prophet brother which I

had never been introduced to. I wouldn't say this is the most exciting non-fiction to read, but it's a

pretty good book that gives on insight on Native American life and one of their long lasting leaders.

This book dispels the myths and half-truths regarding Tecumseh, giving you the real deal.

The books looks good. And its content is quite interesting

This thin book is surprisingly rich in detail. It is well written and does a very good job of separating

legend from fact. It also acknowledges the situations where very little, or nothing, is accurately

known about Tecumseh.

Edmunds is a very good author who is factual and does not add any fluff. If you want a book that

cuts through the legend and deals with who Tecumseh really was, then this is an excellent book for

you. Some authors lace their books with suppositions and out and out fabrications (a prime example

being Eckert who included Tecumseh's supposed romance and marriage proposal to Rebecca

Galloway in his books).I also have Edmunds book on Tenskawatawa and it is another well written

book. Do yourself a favor and sell or give away your Eckert books and use the proceeds to buy one

or more of of Edmunds or James Alexander Thom's finely written books. This is my opinion and not



a certified fact.
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